
Using the web program 
Allmycousins.com



The program works with your Family Search Tree

You pick an “anchor person” – the default value is yourself

The program finds all decedents of that person’s grandparents or great 
grandparents

You can search the group for a wide variety of factors – including temple 
work status

You can transfer lists of individuals to a spreadsheet or word processor

When looking at an individual you can link to their record in family 
search



web site:  Allmycousins.com





Allmycousins will automatically begins downloading from you family search site. 
The person associated with the login in is the “anchor” person and all 
relationships are calculated with respect to that person 



It took under 2 minutes to identify the decedents of my four grandparents that are in Family Search.
Remember that most living cousins will not be represented here as their records are still private. 

Clicking on a box will get a  list of the 
individuals with that relationship to 
the anchor person





Clicking on the hand will expand the spread sheet to include another generation “up”. 
This includes the next generation of grand parents 



This will allow you to move “over” to include all decedents of the next generation of grandparents



Going back one additional  generation of grandparents added many more 
cousins ( their descendants) and took over 40 minutes

(compared to under 2 minutes for one less generation) 



Here is where the magic begins:
The all my cousin’s program will sort through all of those in the grid 
and search for specific search criteria-

I was unable to locate a listing of all of the potential search criteria –but if you 
click in the box it shows you some options.   If it is a large group you may have so 
many options that the one you want is not listed. 

Try typing “baptism” or “ sealing” or “initiatory” or “endowment” –

but my favorite is to type “Ready”









A new table will appear list only those persons that fall into the search 
category.  In this example: those that are ready for spousal sealing. 

In this example there was only one person so her name appeared.  
It is possible to go directly to her family search record from this 
program 











In locating records of those the computer identifies as 
“ready” you will often find that they are duplicates – and 
that their work has already been done.

All my cousins  computer program searches for duplicates 
using different programing than that in Family Search.  
Each will pick up potential duplicates that the other 
missed – so use both programs 

This individual was a duplicate and the work was already 
done. 



Different computer algorithm for possible duplicates
This might find some that FS does no 

Click to access the Family Search duplicate search program



Hints for finding 
more cousins:

CHANGE YOUR ANCHOR TO A GRANDPARENT OR GREAT 
GRANDPARENT



Click the anchor and try to drag it – you get this message: 





Strategy #1 = seek out those that are “ready”
If you use them as a base for exploration and search for records involving them  you will 
often find an area of “discovery” of their of close relatives, son/daughter’s in law etc. 
that have not yet been placed in the tree will be ready  as you find them and/or add 
censes data 

Strategy #2: seek out the “not ready” – census data and other extracted files often 
provide the necessary information to make them ready. 

Strategy #3: In the original grid of cousins- look for areas where distant cousins have not 
been found or where few cousins have been found and decide to search for them using 
the records in Family Search.   Go up and find their grandfather/ g grand father then look 
for his decedents. In the searchable records. 

Advice: Don’t just grab those that are “ready” but use it as a tool 
to find others who are not currently in Family Search



Find these seven people and 
look for their children

Strategy #3:  Use the chart to find where to search 











I keep a record of those 
“ready” from each cell-
then save the file under 
the name of the 
Ggrandfather anchor”



Remember:

Don’t just quickly reserve the names:

--Check for duplicates to see if the work 
has been done

---Go to each individual’s tree in Family 
Search.  Check hints and  records related to 
them to find their family members that are 
not yet in Family Search



I use the excel sheet to keep track of where I’ve been.  Often one name leads to the discovery  of dozens and dozens 
of new individuals 

Over 1500 names to check with this search on a different great grand father. 

Notice duplicates  


